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This paper studies codes V over GF(4) which have even weights and have the 
same weight distribution as the dual code FL. Some of the results are as follows. 
All such codes satisfy VL = 4. (If VI = V, V has a binary basis.) The number of 
such V’s is determined, and those of length <14 are completely classified. The 
weight enumerator of % is characterized and an upper bound obtained on the 
minimum distance. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for %’ to be 
extended cyclic. Two new 5-designs are constructed. A generator matrix for 
V can be taken to have the form [I 1 B], where BL = B. We enumerate and 
classify all circulant matrices B with this property. A number of open problems 
are listed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Background and motivation. Self-dual codes1 are important for a number 
of practical and theoretical reasons [I, 6, 7, 9, 20-26, 28, 30, 321. These codes 
are of greatest interest when the weights1 of the code words are divisible by 
a constant. A theorem of Gleason, Pierce, and Turyn [3,4,36] says that, except 
for certain trivial codes with minimum distance 2, there are only three cases 
in which a self-dual or formally self-dual code over a field GF(q) can have all 
weights divisible by a constant c > 1: namely q = 2 and c = 2 or 4, q = 3 
and c = 3, and q = 4 and c = 2. The first two cases have been studied in 
several papers [lo, 2426,28, 30, 351. In the present paper we consider the 
remaining case q = 4, c = 2. There are some surprises (e.g., Theorems 4 
and 6). 
1 These and other terms from coding theory are defined below. 
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Main results. An even code @ must satisfy %Z C 0’ (Theorem l), an even 
[n, &z] code is formally self-dual (f.s.d.) (Theorem 4), and an even strictly 
self-dual code has a binary generator matrix (Theorem 6). An even f.s.d. code 
is monomially equivalent to one containing 1 (Corollary 9). The weight 
enumerator and complete weight enumerator of an even f.s.d. code are 
characterized (Theorems 13 and 17) and an upper bound on the minimum 
distance is given in Corollary 15 and Theorem 16. The parameters of the 
associated 5-designs (when they exist) are given explicitly (Theorem 18), and 
two new 5-designs are found (Eq. (18)). The numbers of even f.s.d. codes 
and even codes Y? C (gL are given (Theorems 19 and 25). 
The approximately 1016 even f.s.d. codes of length <14 are classified: 
there are 19 inequivalent, indecomposable codes (Theorem 27). Several 
theorems for classifying those codes are given (Theorems 28-30). A uniformly 
packed code hypothesized by Bassalygo et al. [5] does not exist (Theorem 31). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for an even f.s.d. code of 
length n t 1 to be an extended cyclic code. If there is such a code, n is called 
feasible, and several characterizations of feasible numbers are found 
(Theorems 34-37). We also show how to find the idempotents of these cyclic 
codes (Section 5). 
An even f.s.d. code can be constructed from a matrix B with BBT = I 
(Theorem 5). In the last section we determine the number of circulant 
matrices of this type and show how to find them. 
It is worth remarking that there is a code which plays the same role over 
GF(4) as the binary and ternary Golay codes (cf. [21]). This is the [6, 3, 41 
code E, of Table IV. In all three cases these are f.s.d. codes with gaps in 
their weight enumerators, the automorphism groups are larger than they 
need be, and the shortened codes are perfect quadratic-residue codes. 
E, is also a maximum distance separable Hamming code (cf. [21]). 
In the same spirit we remark that there is a [24, 12, 81 binary code and a 
[24, 12, 91 ternary code [21], so it would be nice to decide whether the 
[24, 12, IO] GF(4) code mentioned in Open Problem (2) exists. Several other 
open problems are also mentioned. 
Finally, the paper contains several useful tables: extremal weight 
enumerators (Table I), the highest minimum distance of f.s.d. and self-dual 
codes (Table II), the number of even f.s.d. codes (Table ILI), all indecom- 
posable even f.s.d. codes of length <14 (Table V), and some even f.s.d. codes 
which are extended cyclic codes (Table VI). 
Terminology. We take the elements of GF(4) to be 0, 1, 01, p with ,R = 
($ =; 01 7 1, ~3 = p3 = 1. A linear code +? over GF(4) of length n and 
dimension k consists of 4” vectors u = (ur ... un), ui E GF(4), called code 
words, such that if u, v E V then u + v E %’ and 01u E V (see [21]). The weight 
of u, wt(u), is the number of nonzero ui . The minimum weight of % is 
sS425/3-6 
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d = min{wt(u): u # 0, u E %7:>. % is called an [n, k] or [n, k, d] code. The 
dot product is defined by u . v = xi”=, uivi with the sum evaluated in GF(4). 
The dual code ‘%?I = {v = (ul ... v,): u . v = 0 for all u E %‘} is an [n, n - k] 
code. All codes in this paper are linear codes over GF(4) unless stated 
otherwise. An overbar denotes conjugation; that is, if x E GF(4) then X = x2. 
A similar notation is used for vectors, codes, etc. Thus I = (& ... ti,), 
57 = {ii: u E %T}. 
The direct sum of 92 and 3 is ~@O={(IU/V~:UE~,VE~B}, where 
1 u / v 1 denotes concatenation of u and v. If V = 9@ 8 with 22 # @, 
8 # m then 97 is called decomposable, otherwise indecomposable. 
Let A, be the number of code words of weight i in ‘37. Then W&x, y) = 
C& Aixn-iyi is the weight enumerator of K’. The complete weight enumerator 
(c.w.e.) of %? is the polynomial 
cwe&w, x, y, z) L= c AiikLwixjykzz, 
i.j.k.1 
where Aiikl is the number of code words in % containing i O’s, j l’s, k 01’s, and 
I /?‘s. Clearly W&x, y) = cwe&x, y, y, y). 
A monomial matrix M is a square matrix over GF(4) with exactly one 
nonzero entry in each row and column. If M is n x n, and %? has length n, 
then M sends ‘37 to %‘M = {uM: u E U). Clearly there are 3%! monomials M. 
Some M’s send V to itself: these form the monomial or automorphism group 
of % denoted by 
Aut(V) = {M: %?M = %‘}. 
The other M’s send V to a code 9 = VM # %. 9 is said to be monomially 
equivalent (or simply equivalent) to V, and we write 9 = %. The number of 
distinct codes which are monomially equivalent to V (including V itself) is 
3”n!/I Aut(‘%)J. (1) 
Note that Aut(%‘) always contains the scalar matrices I, aZ, ,f3Z. Equivalent 
codes have the same weight enumerator, but need not have the same com- 
plete weight enumerator. 
V is called even if all code words have even weight. %? is formally self-dual 
(f.s.d.) if V and %‘I have the same weight enumerator W&x, y) (they need not 
have the same c.w.e.). V? is weakly self-dual if g C qL, and (strictly) self-dual 
if k? = gA. Clearly a strictly self-dual code is f.s.d. For an f.s.d. code k = -$n, 
so n must be even. The aim of this paper is to study even f.s.d. codes: these 
comprise the third case of the aforementioned theorem of Gleason et al. 
Note that if Q? is an even f.s.d. code and M is a monomial matrix, then gM is 
an even f.s.d. code equivalent to %‘. 
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Symbols. The subscript of a code (d, , e5, etc.) gives its length. Capital 
Roman letters (E, , B,, , etc.) usually denote even f.s.d. codes. 1 is the vector 
(1 1 ... I), I is usuahy an identity matrix, and BT denotes the transpose of 
the matrix B. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF EVEN f.s.d. CODES 
We begin with some elementary results. 
THEOREM 1. Let % be a linear code over GF(4). The following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) % is ezlen. 
(ii) u.ii = OforaZluEK. 
(iii) u*T = Oforallu,vEV. 
(iv) $7 C 5?YL. 
Proof Suppose u E +Z contains i O’s, j I’s, k a’s, and I /3’s. Then wt(u) is 
even c-j + k + 1 is even 0 u . ii = 0. Therefore (i) 0 (ii). (iii) o (iv) is 
immediate, as is (iii) 2 (ii). To show (ii) * (iii), suppose u, v E V. Then 
(u-+v)~(~+~)=O~~~~=ii~vand(au+v)~(cru+v)=O~u~i;= 
olii v 7 ii . v = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. If % is an even [n, k] code then k < &n. 
COROLLARY 3. If E is an even [n, $n] code then all coordinate places are 
used (i.e., no coordinate is zero in every code word). 
THEOREM 4. If ‘6 is euen and has dimension k = $n (n even) then g = $?I 
and ‘6 is f.s.d. 
Proof From Theorem l(iv). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose K is an even [2m, m] code. By permuting the coor- 
dinates of K if necessary we can find a generator matrix for V in the form 
[I 1 B], where I and B are m x m matrices. (The rows span 9.) Then B satis$es 
BET = I. (2) 
Proof: ‘g has generator matrix [I I B], and 57 = G?l implies (2). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. An even code which is strictly self-dual has a generator matrix 
consisting of O’s and 1’s. 
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Proof %? = ??l = 4 implies B = B. Q.E.D. 
If %? is a code over GF(4) let %‘, = {u E 59; u = C> be the binary subcode. 
Thus V, is a linear code over GI7(2). 
THEOREM 7. K := G? if and only tfV is the GF(4) span of g,, . 
Proof (Only if). Any u E %? can be written as u = s + Pt, where s = 
MI + /3ii and t = u i- in are in ‘e, . Q.E.D. 
We now consider the weight enumerators of these codes. 
THEOREM 8 [ 17, 211. Zf %? is an [n, k] linear code over GF(4) then 
W,,(x,y) = & W&x + 3y,x - y), (3) 
1 
cwevl(w, x, y, z) = - cweq(w + x + y + z, 10 - x + 1’ - z, 
4h 
‘1’ + x - J’ - z, ‘1’ - x - J’ -k z). (4) 
COROLLARY 9. Zf % is an even code of Length n then g1 contains a vector 
of weight n. Hence if%? is even f.s.d. there is a code 9 w 5Y with 1 E 9 such 
that C ui = 0 for all u E 9. (This gives another proof of Corollary 3.) 
Proof From (3) the number of vectors of weight n in ‘&i is 
4-kCAi3”-i > 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10. Let % be an [n, k] code over GF(4), let Ni be the number 
of code words in ??l containing exactly i l’s, and let Ajo’ (resp. Al”‘) be the 
number of code words u E V of weight j with C ui = 0 (resp. #O). Then 
i N,xi = $ i (A?’ - ; AIn’) (x + 3)“-‘(x - l)j. 
i=O I=0 
Proof. From (4). Q.E. D. 
COROLLARY 11. Let %? be an even f2.d. code which contains 1 and has 
weight enumerator C Ajxn-jyj. Then the number of code words in Y? with exactly 
i I’s is An-i . 
COROLLARY 12. Zf % is f.s.d. then We(x, y) is fixed under the linear 
substitution 
replace 
X 
i > Y b.v :(: -:)(;)3 
(5) 
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und cwee(w, x, y, z) isfixed under the linear substitution 
The next theorem characterizes the weight enumerators of even f.s.d. 
codes. 
THEOREM 13 [20]. Let %C be UN evenf.s.d. code. Then the weight enumerator 
0f~V is a polwomial in 
112 = x2 + 3y2 and 8, = yyx2 - y2y. (7) 
Sketch of proof. (The method is described in [20, 32, 331; see also [16].) 
By hypothesis (using (5)), We(x, y) is invariant under the group 9 generated 
by &(i -f) and (i -3. 3 is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 12, and 
has Molien series I/{(1 - h2)(1 - As)). The ring of invariants of 3 is a free 
ring with two generators, for which we may take the weight enumerators of 
the codes C, and E, below, r], and 71~ = x6 + 45x2y4 + 18y6, or the equivalent 
pair r12 and Bs = i(723 - r]&. Q.E.D. 
Hence if SF? is an even f.s.d. [YI, &z] code, where n = 6m + 2v, v = 0, I, 
or 2, then 
for suitable rational numbers ai . Suppose the numbers a, ,..., a, are chosen 
so that the right-hand side of (8) becomes 
y + 0. y-ly + ..+ 0 .~yn-2m-ly2~~+l + A;m+2X"-2m-2y2mS2 
+ A;m+4Xn-2m-4y2m+4 + . . . = ,,n 
(say). (9) 
This determines the ai uniquely. 7, is called an extremal weight enumerator 
[24,26]. If A&+, # 0, then %Y has minimum weight <2m + 2, and if %’ 
has minimum weight =2m + 2, then Ww(x, v) = yn . Table I shows qn for 
n ,< 24 and n = 30. 
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TABLE I 
Coefficients of the Extremal Weight Enumerators vn 
2 4 6 
Length n 
.~ 
8 10 12 14 16 
Weight C, 2C, Es 
Code 
-_____- 
Es Em, 4, None Q14 RI6 
0 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 6 0 0 0 0 0 
9 45 42 30 0 0 
18 168 300 396 273 
45 585 1485 2457 
108 1980 7098 
234 6006 
549 
1 
0 
0 
168 
&lo 
14448 
29400 
17640 
1269 
Length n 
18 20 22 24 30 
Code 
Weight 18 s ? ? ? QW 
0 1 1 1 1 1 
8 2754 1710 990 0 0 
10 18360 20976 18480 18216 0 
12 77112 126540 163548 156492 118755 
14 110160 355680 728640 1147608 1151010 
16 50949 395865 1533609 3736557 12038625 
18 2808 141360 1349040 6248088 61752600 
20 6444 385308 4399164 195945750 
22 14688 1038312 341403660 
24 32778 3 12800670 
26 129570840 
28 18581895 
30 378018 
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THEOREM 14. Let n = 6m + 2v, v = 0, 1, or 2. The coeficient of 
xn--2n-2y2m+2 in the extremal weight enumerator qn is given by: 
=3(Z$fj if v=2. 
Proof Parallel to that of [26, Theorem 21. Theorem 14 may be considered 
as a missing “Case 4” of that paper, corresponding to the parameters 01 = 3, 
~=2,R=3,S=2,f=l+oly,g=y(l-y)~. Q.E.D. 
Since A&,, > 0 we have: 
. 
COROLLARY 15. The minimum weight of an even5s.d. code V? satisfies 
d < 2[n/6] + 2. (10) 
Ifd = 2[n/61 + 2, W&Y) = rln. 
This bound is attained for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 16, 18, and 30, but not 12 
(see Section 4). Table II compares the highest minimum weights dm,, of even 
f.s.d. and even self-dual codes for n < 32. In view of Theorem 6 the infor- 
mation about even self-dual codes follows from the corresponding results 
for binary self-dual codes given in [lo, 26, 28, 30, 351. 
For larger values of n we have: 
THEOREM 16. (a) Azmf4 (the third nonzero coeficient in 7%) is negative 
for n > 102 ifv = 0, for n 3 122 ~fv = 1 andfor n > 136 tfv = 2. There- 
fore no code has weight enumerator qn for these values of n. 
(b) Let b be any constant. Suppose the ai in (8) are chosen so that the 
right-hand side of (8) becomes 
X” + Ad~n-dyd + Ad+2xn--d-2yd+2 + . . . . 
where d > 2[n/6] + 2 - 2b. Then one of the coejicients A,, A,,, ,... is 
negative, for all suficiently large n. 
Proof. Parallel to that of [24, Theorem 21. Q.E.D. 
We can also obtain a partial characterization of the complete weight 
enumerators. 
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TABLE II 
The Highest Minimum Weight d,,, of Even f.s.d. and Even Self-Dual Codes Over GF(4) 
Length Dim 
n k 
Even f.s.d. Even self-dual 
d max Code dmx Code 
2 1 2 
4 2 2 
6 3 4 
8 4 4 
10 5 4 
12 6 4 
14 7 6 
16 8 6 
18 9 8 
20 10 ~8 
22 11 ~8 
24 12 g10 
26 13 g10 
28 14 <lo 
30 15 12 
32 16 <I2 
2 G 
2 2G 
2 3Cz 
4 ES 
2 G 0 Eg 
4 El2 
4 GM 
4 WI 
4 Pal 
4 1281 
6 [301 - 
8 Golay 
6 WI 
6 1351 
6 1351 
8 [351 
THEOREM 17. Let V be an er1enJs.d. code which contains the code word 1 
(see Corollary 8). Then the c.w.e. of W is a polynomial infi , fa , fs , andfi, , 
where (using standard notation for symmetric functions of w, x, y, z) 
fi = (2) = w2 + x2 + y2 + 22, (11) 
fs = (6) + 15(222) = w6 + +.- + 15(w2x2y2 + . ..). (12) 
fs = (8) + 14(44) + 168(2222), (13) 
fi2 = (12) + 22(66) + 330(6222) + 165(444) + 330(4422). (14) 
Proof. The c.w.e. is invariant under the group 9 generated by 
H=~~~~~~~~j~~-‘-l-,l~~~~~~j~[~~~~j. 
9 consists of the 1152 matrices +DP and &DHIlD’, where D, D’ = 
diag(l, f 1, f 1, Al}, P is any 4 x 4 permutation matrix, and 17 is any 
4 x 4 permutation matrix with a 1 in the top left corner. It follows that 3 
is the classical group [3,4, 31, the group of the 24-cell [l 11. The Molien series 
is I/{(1 - P)(l - h6)(1 - X8)(1 - h12)}, and the ring of invariants is a free 
ring with four generators. To find a set of generators we compute the c.w.e.‘s 
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of the codes C, , E, , E, , and C,, below, which are, respectively, fi , f, , fs , 
and 
(15) 
Q.E.D. 
The support of a vector u is the set of coordinate places i where ui # 0. 
Of course u, oiu, and j3u have the same support. In some cases the supports of 
code words form t-designs. 
THEOREM 18. (a) Let % be an etien Js.d. [6m, 3m, 2m + 21 code. Then 
the supports (with duplicates omitted) of the code words of weights 
2m + 2, 2m + 4,..., 2[(3m + 2)/2] (16) 
form Sdesigns. In particular, the code words of weight 2m + 2 support a 
t - (c, k, A) design with parameters 
5 - (6m, 2m + 2, (::I;)). (17) 
(b) Let %Y be an euen .f.s.d. [6m $- 2, 3m,2m $- 21 code. Then the code 
words of weights gitlen by (16) support 3-designs. 
Proof. This is a special case of the main theorem of Assmus and 
Mattson [l] (see also [21, Ch. 6, Theorem 29 and Corollary 301). The 
parameters (17) follow from Theorem 14 above. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLES. The code words of weights 8 and 10 in S,, below support 
5-designs with parameters 
S-(18,8,6) and 5 - (18, 10, 180). (1Q 
The code words of weights 12, 14, and 16 in Q3,, support 
5 - (30, 12,220), 5 - (30, 14, 5390), and 5 - (30, 16, 123000) 
(19) 
designs. (The designs (19)-although not the values of X-were given by 
Assmus and Mattson in [3].) For n = 24 see Open Problem (2) below. 
OPEN PROBLEMS. (1) If V is an even f.s.d. code with a binary generator 
matrix, are there additional constraints that its weight enumerator must 
satisfy? Is the weight enumerator related to that of the binary code with the 
same generator matrix? (Tables I, IV, and V and [28,30] provide relevant 
data.) 
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(2) Remove the question marks in Tables I and II. In particular, is 
there a [24, 12, lo] even f.s.d. code with weight enumerator qz4 ? In view of 
Theorem 18, the code words of weights 10, 12, and 14 would give rise to new 
5-designs. No linear code has weight enumerator r),, (Table V), but what 
about a nonlinear code? (This question is prompted by the existence of the 
Nordstrom-Robinson code in the binary case [26, p, 1951.) 
(3) In Theorem 18, do the code words of weights greater than (16) also 
support t-designs ? 
3. ENUMERATION OF EVEN f.s.d. CODES 
There are three distinct even f.s.d. codes of length 2, spanned, respectively, 
by the vectors (1 l), (1 CX) and (18). These are monomially equivalent however. 
In general, let N&z) be the number of distinct even f.s.d. codes of length n, 
N,(n) the number of monomialiy inequivalent even fs.d. codes, and Ni(n) 
the number of monomially inequivalent indecomposable even f.s.d. codes. 
Thus N,(2) = 3, N,(2) = Ni(2) = 1. These numbers are given in Table III 
for n < 14. The values of N,(n) follow from Theorem 19, and those of N,,(n), 
N,(n) from Section 4. 
TABLE III 
The Number of Even f.s.d. Codes” 
n N&d NJ4 Ni(n) 
2 3 1 1 
4 27 1 0 
6 891 2 1 
8 114939 3 1 
10 58963707 5 2 
12 120816635643 10 4 
14 989850695823099 21 10 
0 N&z) = number of distinct even f.s.d. codes of length It, N,(n) = number of monomially 
inequiuaknt even f.s.d. codes, and N<(n) = number of monomially inequivalent inde- 
composable even f.s.d. codes. 
THEOREM 19. 
(1/2)n--1 
N,(n) = n (2=+’ + 1). Q-0) 
i=O 
This result is classical: It is the number of totally isotropic subspaces 
with respect to a unitary polarity in the projective geometry of dimension 
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n - 1 over GF(4) (see Dembowski [I la, p. 471 for numerous references). 
Another proof follows from the next two lemmas. In both, g is an even 
[n, k] code. 
LEMMA 20. The number of even weight vectors in GYL is 
$(4”-” + (-2)“). (21) 
Proof. Follows from (3). In particular, the number of even weight vectors 
in GF(4)n is $(4” + (-2)“). 
LEMMA 21. A coset L: + a of $7 in @jl contains onIy even weight vectors fa 
has even weight, and only odd weight vectors ifa has odd weight. 
Proof. For c E V? and a E @l, 
wt(a + c) = (a + c) * (ii + CZ) E a * 5 (mod 2) Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 19. Let %? be an even [n, k] code with n even and k < $n. 
Let u be an even weight vector in 4’ -~.ThenVU{u+%‘}U{olu+5?}u 
{flu + ??} is an [n, k + l] even code containing V, which in fact contains 
&(qr+l - 1) distinct [n, k] codes. Let N&z, k) be the number of distinct even 
[n, k] codes, so that N,(n) = N&z, &n). Then 
N&z, k + 1) = 4”-;c4~+~~z;, 2 Nd(n, k). 
Equation (20) then follows using N&z, 1) = &(4” + 2” - 2). 
Theorem 19 and Eq. (1) together imply: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 22. 
N,(n)/3”-ln! < N,(n) < N,(n), (23) 
log, AL(n) = (nV>(l + o(l)). (24) 
In particular, N&24) > log, so it will be difficult to settle the existence of 
a [24, 12, IO] code by extending the enumeration in Section 4 to n = 24. 
THEOREM 23. Let a be a nonzero even weight vector of length n. The 
number of even f.s.d. codes containg a is 
(l/2)%2 
M(n) = n (2=+1 + 1). (25) 
i=O 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 19 and is omitted. 
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THEOREM 24. Let Sn(x, y) == z Wg(x, y), where the sum extends ocer UN 
evenJs.d. codes of length n. Then 
sncX, y) = ~(~1 . [2n--lxn + +{(x i- 3~)‘” + (X - 3ml. (26) 
Proof. Evaluate the following sum in two ways, using Theorems 19 and 
23: 
3 & xn-wt(u)ywt(u)~ Q.E.D. 
Theorems 19 and 23 also imply via a standard argument that even f.s.d. 
codes exist which asymptotically meet the Gilbert-Varshamov bound 
(compare [21, Chap. 17, Theorem 311). 
In the course of proving Theorem 19 we also found the number of even 
[n, k] codes (which therefore satisfy %Y C g”). We conclude this section with: 
THEOREM 25. The number of eren [II, k] codes % which satisfy % C ‘G’ is 
given by 
The proof depends on the foIlowing lemma. 
LEMMA 26. Let V be a vector space of dimension 2m over GF(4). Suppose 
V = p. Then the number of subspaces W of V of dimension III for lt,hich 
W + r = V (so that W n w = 0) is 
Proof. As in Theorem 7, V is spanned by V0 = {b E V: b = 6). We first 
determine the number g(m) of m-tuples a, ,..., anz of members of V such that 
a, ,..., a, , al ,..., Ii, span V. If a E V, a # 0, then a and I are dependent if 
and only if a = <b with .$ E GF(4), b E V, . Thus the number of a with a 
and 1 independent is (421’L - 1) - 3(22” - 1) = (22m - 1)(22” - 2), so that 
g(1) = (22 - 1)(22 - 2). Having chosen a, , we form V/(a, , i&j. By 
induction, the number of (m - I)-tuples of the desired sort in V/(a, , gl) is 
g(m - 1). Since each member of V/(a, , S&) has 42 preimages in V, we get 
g(m) = (22m - 1)(22” - 2) 42(m-1)g(m - l), 
which yields 
g(m) E 4m(m-1) zQ (22i - 1)(2”” - 2). (29) 
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Each m-tuple of the sort described spans a subspace W of the required kind, 
so that K(m) is g(m) divided by the number of bases of such a W, 
K(m) = g(rn)imfil (4”l - 49, 
i=o 
and that gives (28). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 25. Let & - % + @ have dimension k f m. By 
Theorem 7, & is spanned by its binary subcode -(e, . Similarly 59 = ‘Z’ n @ 
has dimension k - m and is spanned by .BO, and we have the following 
picture: 
%T++? =d dim k i m, 
\/ 
%?:n@ =gj dim k - m. 
Thus IG is associated with two binary codes d0 and B0 with a,, C do C Js,l. 
Conversely, given binary codes do , J%,, with 9?,, c & C dOl, we create such 
a L;- by taking ~2 and B to be the codes over GF(4) spanned by d0 and 9?‘. , 
and choosing 9? C V C &’ with ‘Z?/9? a subspace of d/%? as in the lemma. 
Let L(n, k, m) be, the number of such % with dim@? + q) = k + m. Then 
L(n, k) = C L(n, k, m), and 
L(n, k, m) = (number of [n, k t m] binary codes Xz, C do”) 
x (number of [n, k - m] subcodes B,, C s4J x K(m). 
The first factor is given in [30, Corollary 3.81, and the second is well known. 
Q.E.D. 
OPEN PROBLEMS (continued). (4) What is the average order of Au@‘) 
for even f.s.d. codes %’ of length n? Is 1 Aut(%‘)I = 3 possible? 
4. EVEN f.s.d. CODES OF LENGTH UP TO 14 
The main goal of this section is to prove: 
THEOREM 27. All indecomposable even Js.d. codes oiler GF(4) of length 
< 14 are shown in Table V. The corresponding values of N,,,(n) and N,(n) are 
shown in Table IT. 
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TABLE IV 
Some Special Indecomposable Codes 
0 1 2 3 4 5 ‘.. 
d&m = 4, 6, 8,...): 
1 1 1 1 
. . . . . 
1 1 1 1 
parameters [m, $rn - I, 41, W = $[(Y- + 3fY2 + 3(x2 - y2F2], 
& = i(3’ + 3(-l)‘) (“I”) ,g = 3 . 2m/2(m/2)! (m >- 6), 
with generators (Ol), (02)(13), (024...)(135...). 
0 1 2 3 4 
parameters [S, 2,4], W = x4 -t 15y4, 
g = 3 / d, ~ = 180, with generators (01)(23), (01234) diag{ 1 arbln}. 
012345 
E6 : WI or equivalently ~~~~ , 
parameters [6, 3, 41, W = Q , ewe = fs, g = 3 1 &e / = 1080, with generators (02134), 
(235) diag{l/3or@l} (dl, is the alternating group on six letters). 
0123456 
parameters [7, 3, 41, W = 9 + 21x9” i- 42y6, 
g = 3 . 7 * 6 .4 = 504, with generators (01)(23), (0146253). 
01234567 
g = 3 . 8 * 7 * 6 .4 = 4032, with generators (01)(67), (0146253). 
Table continued 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 
E,, : 
0 1 2 3 4 5 ... 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 
. . , . (n = 12, 16, 20,...) 
0 1 1 I 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 o.... 101010 
Or 
0 12 3 4 5-.. 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 0 
. . (n = 10, 14, 18 ), ,... 
0 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 o.... 1 0 a: fi 
parameters [n, in, 41, A, = 3(“:), g = 3 . 2”j2-‘(n/2)!, with generators (01)(23), (02)(13), 
(024...)(135...). 
Theorems 28-30 are useful in classifying even f.s.d. codes. Their proofs are 
straightforward and are omitted. 
THEOREM 28. An even code with minimum distance 2 and length greater 
than 2 is decomposable. 
Table IV shows some codes which play a special role in the classification. 
For each code the table gives some or all of; the name of the code, a generator 
matrix, the parameters [n, k, d], the weight enumerator W, the complete 
weight enumerator ewe, the number A, of code words of weight r, the order g 
of the monomial group of the code, and generators for this group. The 
generators have the form ~8, where 71 is a permutation and S is a diagonai 
matrix. For example (13) diag{l@) would mean first apply the permutation 
(13) to the coordinates, then multiply the coordinates by 1, 01, and p respec- 
tively. The corresponding monomial matrix is 
L 0 1 0 1  B0. 
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TABLE V 
Length 2 
Indecomposable Even f.s.d. Codes over GF(4) 
C, : [ll], parameters [2, 1, 21, W = 7s = xb + 3y2, 
cwe=f.,g=3.2!=6. 
Length 4 None. 
.Length 6 E, (Table IV). 
Length 8 E, (Table IV). 
Length 10 
(i) E,, (Table IV), W = 710 , g = 3 . 24 . 5! = 5760 
1 1 1 1 0 
IlO, 5, 41, W = r),, , g = 3 .2 . / -ds I2 = 21600. 
Length 12 (i) El9 (Table IV), A4 = 45, g = 3 . 26 .6! = 69120. 
~- 
llaa0 
(ii) C,, : 0 11 PB 0 
1111000 
0 0011110 
1010101 
0 a 1 a:01111111 
-.___ 
[12, 6, 41, .4, = 36, ewe = Eq. (15), 
g = 3 * j d6 1 * 7 .6 .4 = 30240. 
001111 
(iii) D1, : ______ 
001111 
1O1O1OOaa:OaO 
n0101010 
-___ 
[12, 6,4],=A, = 18, 
g = 3 . 2 . (223!)2 = 3456. 
Table continued 
TABLE V (Continued) 
(iv) F,, : 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
U2,6,41, 4 = 9, 
g = 3 . 3! * 4” . 32 = 10368, with generators 
@4)(15)(26)(37)(89), (08)(19)(2, 10)(3, 11)(45), 
(123)(567) diag{lW}. 
Length 14 
(i) El4 (Table IV), A, = 63, g = 3 . 26 .7! = 967680. 
(ii) G14 : 
[14, 7, 41, A, = 42, g = 3 .2. 168* = 169344. 
(iii) HlI : 
0 111100 
0 1 aj310 
0000001101pLx01 
101010 I 
cx~00000 1 
U4, 7, 41, A, = 33, g = 3(2s .4!) 1 dj j = 34560. 
(iv) ZI* : 
0 1 2 3 4 
1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 N B 1 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
0 
0 
1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 ci B 1 
oooool~l 
[14,7,4], A, = 33, g = 3 .2 . 1 &, I2 . ; &, 1 = 259200 
(since (10,11)(12, 13), (10, 12)(11, 13), and (10, 11, 12) diag{pQ14} 
generate an &d on the last four coordinates). 
Table continued 
58aa/a5/3-7 
TABLE V (Continued) 
I 
(VI Jld : 
00111100 
00001111 
111100 
00111 I 
000000111010olg 
[14, 7,4], Aa = 27, g = 3(2a .4!)(2” . 3!) = 13824. 
(vi) ICI4 : 
00111t 
111100 
001111 0 
[14,7,4], A4 = 18, g = 3 . 2 . (22 . 3 !)” = 3456. 
01234567 8 9 10 11 12 13 
(vii) LI1 : T 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
0 
00110011 
01010101 
000001a:~ 
._ 
.- 
.- 
[14,7,4], Al = 15, g = 3 .2 . 1 &a / .4 . (2L . 3!) = 6912, with 
generators (01)(23), (04)(15)(26)(37)(12, 13), (8, 10X9, 1 I), 
(8, 10, 12)(9, 11, 13), (123)(567) diag{l*P). 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
(vii) MI, : 
hi;; Lj-iJ 
a B 
[14, 7,4], Al = 9, g = 3 . 3 ! . 45 = 1152, with generators 
(01)(23), (04)(16)(25)(37)(9, 10)(12, 13) diag{l*/34ai*/31), 
(048)(159)(2, 6, 10)(3, 7, 11) diag{lleSz}. 
Table continued 
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(ix) N,, : 
I 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
[14, 7,4], A, = 6, g == 3 . 576 = 1728, with generators 
(01)(23), (04)(15)(26)(37)(9, 1 l)(lO, 12), (123)(576)(9, 13, 11) diag{lW/3”}, 
(12)(67X8, 11X9, 12)(10,13), 
6) Q,e : The [14,7,6] extended quadratic residue code 
defined in Table VI, with A4 = 0 and 
g = 3 . / PsL,(13)1 = 3276. 
The monomial diag(olo1 ... CX] has been omitted from the list of generators. 
We have usually not tried to give a minimal set of generators, as this would 
have obscured the structure of the group. 
The codes in Table IV are all even and indecomposable. There are two 
infinite families: d, (m = 4, 6, 8 ,...) and E, (n = 6, 8, 10 ,...) (although some 
of the properties of E, and E, are different from those of the other E,), and 
two codes e5 and e7 which belong to neither family. 
THEOREM 29. The only indecomposable even codes which are generated by 
code words of weight 4 are d, (m = 4, 6, 8 ,... ), e5 , E6 , e, , and E, . Hence if%? 
is an even code with minimum distance 4, and 9 is the subcode of % generated 
by the words of weight 4, then LB is a direct sum of codes equivalent to d,,, 
(m = 4, 6, 8 ,... ), e5 , E6 , e, , or E, . If 9 contains E6 or E, , %? itself is decom- 
posable. 
For example, if Y? = B,, (Table V) then 9 = e5 @ e5 . The codes d,,, , 
e6 , EB , e, , E, are related by inclusion as shown in Fig. 1. 
The last part of Theorem 29 also follows from: 
THEOREM 30. Any code word of d,l is equivalent to one of 0,OO **. 0011, 
1010 **. 1010, or 1010 **. lOc$ (mod d,). Any code word of egL is equivalent 
to 0 or 01/3olO (mod es). Any code word of e71 is equivalent to 0 or 1 (mod e,). 
Finally any code word of EBL or E,I is equal to 0 (mod E, or E, , respectively). 
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5 
6 
FIG. 1. Inclusion relations between indecomposable even codes generated by code 
words of weight 4. 
The notation in Table V is the same as in Table IV. The weight enumerator 
of a code of length 12 in this table is given by W = qlz + A4ee2, and that of a 
code of length 14 by W -= q14 + A,q2de2, where A, is the number of code 
words of weight 4. 
We omit the proof of Theorem 27. Sufficient information about the groups 
is given in Table V to enable the reader to duplicate our calculations (compare 
also 130, proofs of Theorems 7.1 and 7.21). 
As a Corollary to Theorem 27 we can answer a question raised by 
Bassalygo et al. [5] in 1974. They discovered a set of possible parameters 
for a family of uniformly packed codes over GF(4) (see also Goethals and 
van Tilborg [14]) and conjectured that codes exist with these parameters. 
In fact the first code in this family cannot be a linear code. 
THEOREM 31. There is no uniformly packed quasi-perfect linear code of 
length II over GF(4) which is double-error-correcting and whose dual code 
has weights 0, 6, 8, and 10. 
ProojY Suppose V is such a code. Then %’ and FL have parameters 
[l 1, 6, 51 and [ 11, 5, 61, respectively. Since %?‘- is even, by Theorem 1 V I@-, 
say g = @?‘I, u) with wt(u) = 5. If G is a generator matrix for gl, then 
is the generator matrix for an even 112, 6,6] code. But from Table V we see 
that no such code exists. Q.E.D. 
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OPEN PROBLEMS (continued). (5) Let ‘3 be an even f.s.d. code. Is 55’ 
always monomially equivalent to p = %?l? It is if n < 14 from Theorem 27 
and Table V. Furthermore: 
THEOREM 32. If 55 is even jkd. and has a generator matrix of the form 
[I / B] with B either symmetric or circulant then V = @. 
Proof. (i) If B is symmetric then a generator matrix for $? is B[Z / B] = 
[B 1 I] (from (2)), and this is clearly equivalent to 9Y. (ii) Left circulants 
are symmetric, and right circulants are equivalent to left circulants. Q.E.D. 
(6) What is the weight distribution of E, ? 
5. EXTENDED CYCLIC CODES 
ln this section we study even f.s.d. codes over GF(4) which are extended 
cyclic codes. Some examples are given in Table VT. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the standard theory of cyclic 
codes (see [21]). If % is a cyclic code of length n with typical code word 
(U” ... u,-~), the extended code %?* consists of the code words (11” ... u~-~u,) 
with U, = CyLt ui . 
Since the extended code is to be f.s.d., we consider only odd n. A cyclotomic 
coset mod n has the form Ci*) = {s, 4s, 42s ,..., 4k(s)-~~), where k(s) is the least 
integer such that 41i(s) = s (mod n). Let E E GF(4k’1)) be a primitive nth root 
of unity. 
Quadratic residue codes are an important subclass of cyclic codes. Let p 
be an odd prime, and let R and N be, respectively, the quadratic residues and 
nonresidues mod p. Then R is a union of cyclotomic cosets Cd4’ modp. The 
quadratic residue (or QR) code Q, is the [p, $(p + i)] cyclic code with 
generator polynomial JJoR (x + ti). Let Q,+l = Qz denote the [p + 1, 
i(p ; I)] extended QR code. It is easily verified that Q,+l a Qi+i ; but as 
we see later Q,+l need not be even. QR codes have been extensively studied by 
Assmus and Mattson [l-4], and we refer to [1] for the proof of the Gleason- 
Prange theorem that Aut(Q,,,,j contains a subgroup isomorphic to PSL,(p) 
CQ, * E, is the only known case over GF(4) in which the group is bigger 
than this). 
DEFINITION. An odd positive integer n is called feasible if the set 
B = {l, 2,..., n - 11 can be partitioned into disjoint sets 1, J such that 
(i) 21 =: --J (mod n) and (ii) I (and therefore J) is a union of cyclotomic 
cosets mod n. Otherwise n is infeasible. 
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TABLE VI 
Cyclic Codes V for which Q* is Even f.s.d. 
n = 5,[6,3,4] = Q, w E, , and 
E(x) = 1 + a(x + x4) + /?(.Y” + x3). 
n = 13, 114, 7, 61 = Qla, and 
E(x) = 1 + “(X + a-3 + X4 + XQ + X10 + X12) 
+ B(x” + x5 + 56 + x’ + xs + XII). 
n = 17, [18, 9, 81 = S,, with weight enumerator 9 18 , cyclotomic cosets are {l, 4, 16, 13}, 
(2, 8, 15, 9}, {3, 12, 14, 5}, f6, 7, 11, lo], and 
E(x) = 1 + a 
i 
c x’f c xi +p c xi+ 1 xi, 
iecy &C,(4) 1 ( IEC$’ CC&’ 1 
n = 25, [26, 13, 41, cyclotomic cosets are {l, 4, 16, 14, 6, 24, 21, 9, 11, 19}, (2, 8, 7, 3, 12, 
23, 17, 18, 22, 13}, {5, 201, {lo, 15}, and 
II = 29, [30, 15, 121 = Qso with weight enumerator 7 s,, , two cyclotomic cosets R = Cy’ 
and N = Cp) each containing 14 elements, and 
E(x) = 1 + a c xi + B c Xi. 
ieR iEN 
THEOREM 33. If n is feasible and $2 = I u J is the partition spec$ed bv 
the dejnition, then the cyclic code of length n with zeros {p: i E I> can be 
extended to an even $s.d. code. Conversely, if there exists an even f.s.d. of 
length n f 1 which is an extended cyclic code then n is feasible. 
ProoJ: Let %? be an [n, +(n + l)] cyclic code such that V* is an even 
f.s.d. code. Suppose the zeros of V are {p: i E I}. Note that 0 4 I, or else E* 
would have a zero coordinate, contradicting Corollary 3. Let J -= Sz - I. 
Then @ has zeros {pi: i E I} and %‘I has zeros {f-j:j E J u (0)). From 
Theorem 4, (U*) = (%‘*)‘. Now (%‘*) is the extension of @‘, and (%?*)’ is 
generated by 1 and {I u j 0 /: u E Ul}. Therefore 4 = (Ul, 1, which implies 
21 C -J u (O}, hence 21= -J. The converse follows by reversing the 
argument. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 34. n is feasible if and only if Cl”’ # -2CJ*’ for all s with 
l,<s<?Z-1. 
Proof( Put Cy’ in Z and -2Cj4’ in .Z. Q.E.D. 
For example, n = 5 is feasible: we take Z = Cl” = (1,4), .Z = C.j4) = 
(2, 3}, 17 E GF(42), obtaining the QR code Qs with generator polynomial 
(x + $(x + T4> = .x2 + p x + 1. The extended code Q, has generator 
matrix 
[ 
1g1oog 
OlPlOP, 
001/31p I 
(31) 
and is equivalent to E, of Table IV. 
The numbers 5, 7, 13, 17, 23, 25, 29 ,... are feasible and 3, 9, 11, 15, 19, 21, 
27,... are infeasible. We proceed to find some other tests for feasibility. 
THEOREM 35. n is feasible if and only if n and 22i-1 + 1 are relatively 
pryme for all i = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. If n is infeasible, then by Corollary 34, 2s = -4is (mod n) for 
some s, i. This implies that n and 22i-1 ’ T 1 have a common factor. Similarly 
for the converse. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 36. A product of feasible numbers is feasible. A number with 
an infeasible factor is infeasible. 
THEOREM 37. Primes of the form 8m - 1 and 8m - 3 are feasible, 
primes of the form 8m f 3 are infeasible, and primes of the form 8m f 1 may 
or may not be feasible. 
Proof Let e be the smallest positive integer such that 2e = 1 (modp). 
Theorem 35 implies that p is feasible if e = 0, 1, or 3 (mod 4), and is in- 
feasible if e = 2 (mod 4). Suppose g is a primitive element of GF(p) and 
2 = gt in GF(p). Then 
P--l 
e = GCD{p - 1, t) 
If p = 8m- 1, then 2 is a quadratic residue modp, t is even, 
e = (4m - l)/GCD{4m - 1, t/2} is odd, and so p is feasible. Similarly for 
the other cases. The examples p = 17 and 281 show that an 8m + 1 prime 
may or may not be feasible. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 38. Suppose n is a product of primes of the form 8m - 1. Then 
the extended cyclic code V* of length n + 1 has a binary generator matrix 
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and is strictly self-dual. V itself has a binary generator polynomial and 
idempotent. 
This is an immediate consequence of: 
LEMMA 39. If” n is a product of primes of the form 8m - 1, then each 
cyclotomic coset C;(4) coincides with Cj2’ = {s, 2s, 22s,...} mod n, and 
2C’4’ = C’4’ 
s s - 
ProoJ It suffices to prove that 2 E Ci4), and this holds if there is an odd 
number e with 2& 3 1 (mod n). Suppose n = n pzv, pi prime. We show that 
there exist odd numbers ei with 2”~ = I (modp:i). This implies that 
e = Zcm{ei} is odd and satisfies 2” = 1 (mod n). Now 2 is a quadratic 
residue modp, , and therefore is a quadratic residue mod pyi since pi is odd. 
Let g be a primitive element of GF(p:i) and 2 = g2t. Then 
4( PI’) pqz-‘(pi - 1)/2 
ei = GCD{+(p$ 2t) = GCD{pi”i-l(pl - 1)/2, t] (33) y 
is odd. 
Similar arguments establish Theorems 40-42. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 40. Suppose n is a product of primes pi of the form 8m $ 1 
such that, for suitable ti . 24ti+1 = I (mod p,). Then the conclusions of 
Theorem 38 hold. 
Examples of such primes are 73 and 89. Of course Theorems 38 and 40 
deal with the least interesting case, when the codes are the GF(4) spans of 
binary codes. 
THEOREM 41. Suppose n is a product of primes of the form 8m - 3. Then 
-I E Ci4’, 2 4 Cj4’, and K, E* do not hazle binary bases. 
THEOREM 42. Suppose n is a prime of the form 8m T 1 such that, for 
some t, 24t = 1 (modp). Then the conclusions of Theorem 41 hold. 
It is often easier to find the idempotent 
E(x) = 1 E,q c xi (34) 
s SC, 
of a cyclic code than the generator polynomial. The outer summation in (34) 
is over all distinct cyclotomic cosets, including s = 0. The coefficients E,~ 
must satisfy the following constraints, which make it simple to guess E(x). 
If C’s(4) = C.jf) then E, = 0 or I. Jf Cj4) f C:t’ then (E,~ , •~3 = (OL, p), (p, CX), 
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or (0,O). If r and s are both in Z or both in J then E(p) = E(p). If r E Z, s E J 
then E(p) + E(e) = 1. The constant term q, is determined by E(1) = 1. 
For example, if p = 8m - 3 we take Z = R, J = N and obtain the QR 
code Q, with idempotent 
E(x) = I A a c xi + j3 1 xi. (35) 
LER ialv 
The extended code Q,+r is even f.s.d. If p = 8m - 1, Q, has idempotent 
E(x) = c xi, (36) 
iER 
and Q,+, is even and strictly self-dual. If p = 8m + 3, Q,+l is not even by 
Theorem 37. 
Table VI shows examples of extended cyclic codes which are even f.s.d. 
and which do not have a binary basis, for all lengths n + 1 < 34. The table 
gives n, the parameters [n + 1, &(n + I), d] of the extended code, the 
cy&otomic cosets Cj4) mod II (in some cases), and the idempotent of the 
cyclic code. 
Remarks. (1) The minimum weight of S,, was determined by computer. 
(2) By shortening Sls we found a [16, 8, 61 even f.s.d. code R,, , with 
generator matrix [I 1 B], where 
I 0 0 a 1 1 1 0 /3- 
PI101 
;;; OacLl 
B= 
I 0 ,,oXO~/h 
! N 1 0 a0 1 1 I 31 IYx 0 1 1 0 I 1 /3 0 /3 1 . 
PPE B B 1 P o- 
(3) The minimum weight of Q3,, was given by Assmus and Mattson 
in [2]. We verified this by computer. 
6. UNITARY MATRICES 
In view of Theorem 5 we can also find even f.s.d. codes by constructing 
matrices B over GF(4) with BBT = I. Such matrices are called unitary. In 
this section we determine the number of circulant unitary matrices and show 
how to find them. The material in this section is similar to that in [18, 191 
and only the differences are given in any detail. 
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Unitary matrices of order m form a subgroup &‘m = GU(m, 2) of the 
general linear group GL(m, 4) of all invertible m x m matrices over GF(4). 
It is well known that the order of JY~ is 
(see for example [ 12, Theorem 1151 or [ 13, p. 501; compare also [ 181). 
Let Ym be the subgroup of &m consisting of all right circulant m x m 
unitary matrices (cf. [19]). 
THEOREM 43. (a) Zf m is odd 
/ Lqn [ = n (2x’(s) + 1) fl (4”‘1’ - l), (38) 
s t 
where every cyclotomic coset such that CA”’ = -CL!& (including s = 0) 
contributes one term to thejirstproduct, and everypair such that CJ”’ # -Cl”,‘, 
contributes one term to the second product. 
(b) Zf m = 2~ then 
I %t I = P I y: !. (39) 
Proof. The proof also shows how to construct these circulants. We work 
in the ring .?$,, = GZ7(4)[xJ/(xm + 1). A circulant A with first row aOal ... a,,-, 
is specified by the element a(x) = x2;’ aixi of S& . Then A and AT are 
represented by 
m-1 m-t 
U(X)’ = C uixm-i = a, -t C umJ, 
i=n i=l 
(41) 
and AAT = Z if and only if a(x) a(x)T = I in -B”m .
Case (a), m odd. B& is a semisimple group algebra over GF(4), which is 
the direct sum of its minimal ideals 
Let 5 be a primitive mth root of unity over GF(4). For each r there is a unique 
s = s(r) such that the nonzeros of Yr are {p: i E Cy’}, where Cj4’ is a cyclo- 
tomic coset mod m. Then $? has dimension k(s) and is isomorphic to the 
field GF(4”tS)). One such isomorphism is given by u(x) E Yr --) a(p) E GF(4k’8’). 
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We now show that the number of b(x) E W,, with b(x) b(x)= = 1 is given 
by (38). Write such a b(x) as C,“=, b,(x), b,(x) E $r . Since b(x) is invertible 
in %, b,(x) # 0. Let J$ ,..., YZ be the minimal ideals with JJ = $r 
(and Cy’ = -Cl”,‘,), with .z$ corresponding to Cp) = (0). Let the remaining 
ideals be numbered so that .Yi+1 = #& , etc. Let E,(x) be the idempotent 
of 9r . Suppose 
with u,(.u) E 9s , c,(x) E Xt . Then 
(42) 
(43) 
-r ,=t+;+.3 ,,, (G(X) Gm + cto7 ct--l(-a 
. 1 
u,(x) u,(Xy = E,(x), C(X) ct+l(X)T = 4(x). (44) 
LEMMA 44. There are 4”tt) - 1 wuys of choosing cf(x) + c~+~(x) in (42). 
Proof: cf(x) is any nonzero element of 9” and c~+~(x) is uniquely deter- 
mined by (44). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 45. There are 2k(s) + I ways of choosing u,(x) in (42). 
ProojI Let k = k(s) and let 0 E GF(4”) be a nonzero of 9s. Then 
u(x) --f u(B) is an isomorphism of & onto GF(4”). From (40) and (41), 
a(x)’ ---f u(BW2)2. 
The nonzeros of Ys are 8, e4 ,..., tIpk-‘, and 4” =: 1, 2k = - 1, and -4 3 
4tk-l)j2 (mod m). Since 98 = ysr, -2 = 4i (mod m) for some i, thus 
22i-1 z -1 (mod m). Therefore k = 2i - I is odd, and e-li2 = 19~(~-1)/~. 
Then u(x) a(x)’ = E(x) implies a(@ 2”+1 = 1 in GF(4”). Every zero of 
&'l -!- 1 is in GF(47, so there are 2k + 1 choices for u(x). Q.E.D. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 43(a). As an example we find all 
5 x 5 unitary circulants B. Thus m = 5, Cc) = (01, Cj4’ = (1, 41, Ci4) = 
j2, 3:, 4, = Yo=, -a; = JTZ’. E,(x) = 1 -t x -I-- ... + x4, E,(x) = 1 + OIX + 
flx2 -C ,fI.? A olx4. Then cl(x) = N j- x + 01x:! f /39 -+ /3x4 E YI, and c2(x) = 
p + x -- /3x’ + ax3 + 01x4 ~9~ satisfies c~(.Y) CB(X)T = E,(x). Thus b(x) = 
E,(.Y) - c~(.Y) + C,(X) = x is a circulant. In this way we find that the first row 
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of B is a cyclic permutation or scalar multiple of 10000, IO~LYQLY, or I&3/3/3, 
and 1 P’s 1 = 45. 
Case (b), pn = 2~. W, is no longer semisimple. Let 3U be the ideal of %“, 
generated by xU + 1, with & = gUT, 1 J$ / = 4“. Each coset of X,, in W, 
contains exactly one element of degree cp, say u(x), which may be regarded 
as an element of g,, . Changing notation slightly, let T, denote the transpose 
in S?w and T, the transpose in gqn . The idea of the proof is to show that for 
each circulant in S$ there 2” circulants in .Y,,, . 
The first step is to show that if b(x) E g9, satisfies b(x) FOCI = 1 and is 
in the coset U(X) + 4, then 
u(x) u(.u)Tu = 1 ) (45) 
u(x) Use = 1 + r(x) + r(x)TTn (46) 
for some T(X) E & , and 
__~ 
b(x) = u(x) + r(x)(u(x)Tm)-l. 67) 
Conversely, given u(x) E g’, satisfying (45), there are 20 of the r(x) 
satisfying (46) and therefore 2U b(x) given by (47). We omit the 
straightforward details (compare [19]). 
Note added in p~uof For a sequel to this paper see J. H. Conway, V. Pless, and N. J. A. 
Sloane, Self-dual codes over GF(3) and GF(4) of length not exceeding 16, IEEE Trans. 
Iform. fieorory, IT-25 (I 979), to appear. 
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